
VIC

ELECTRICAL BUSINESS (S/W VICTORIA) BFB0131
Opportunity to enter and purchase this progressive and dynamic
electrical business, work for yourself and capitalise on the hard work
completed by the current owners.

This is a holistic renewable energy company that provides a detailed
consultative approach to the client’s energy requirements. They
provide a holistic approach to energy consumption, energy reduction
and renewable energy solutions.

Well established business with an excellent reputation
Low rental – Large premises
Innovative and always up to date with new energy saving
concepts and trends

With years of experience in its foundations and with a turnkey
operation in place, this is an opportunity for a keen and experienced
operator to enter a well-established business and continue servicing
the community.

Should you be interested and wish to receive further information,
please complete the online Confidentiality Deed and a fully
comprehensive Business Profile will be made available to you. To
discuss this business sale or other similar business opportunities,
please contact Muhammad Qasim on 0487 697 257.

 

 

NB: *The business images shown are for illustration purposes only
and may not be an exact representation of the business.

 

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not

that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not

accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties

Price $200,000 plus SAV
Property TypeBusiness
Property ID 131

Agent Details

Muhammad Qasim - 0487 697
257 
Cameron Prosser - 0438 569 747 
BF Brokers HQ - 0388235400

Office Details

BF Brokers Victoria
Tooronga Village Suite 2.03, 1
Crescent Road Glen Iris VIC 3146
Australia 
03 8823 5400



should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact

accurate.


